Improved accuracy of hybrid atomistic/coarse-grained simulations using reparametrised interactions.
Reducing the number of degrees of freedom in molecular models-so-called coarse-graining-is a popular approach to increase the accessible time scales and system sizes in molecular dynamics simulations. It involves, however, per se a loss of information. In order to retain a high accuracy in the region of interest, hybrid methods that combine two levels of resolution in a single system are an attractive trade-off. Hybrid atomistic (AT)/coarse-grained (CG) simulations have previously been shown to preserve the secondary structure elements of AT proteins in CG water but to cause an artificial increase in intramolecular hydrogen bonds, resulting in a reduced flexibility of the proteins. Recently, it was found that the AT-CG interactions employed in these simulations were too favourable for apolar solutes and not favourable enough for polar solutes. Here, the AT-CG interactions are reparametrised to reproduce the solvation free energy of a series of AT alkanes and side-chain analogues in CG water, while retaining the good mixing behaviour of AT water with CG water. The new AT-CG parameters are tested in hybrid simulations of four proteins in CG water. Structural and dynamic properties are compared to those obtained in fully AT simulations and, if applicable, to experimental data. The results show that the artificial increase of intramolecular hydrogen bonds is drastically reduced, leading to a better reproduction of the structural properties and flexibility of the proteins in atomistic water, without the need for an atomistic solvent layer.